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Physiotherapists usually ignore the electric polarization of human bodies 
that occurs under the influence of the electromagnetic forces of the Earth. 
This is irrational, since the positive or negative electrification of human tis-
sues has the opposite effect on both their properties and functional activity. 
How physiotherapists must take into account the polarizing effect of the 
electromagnetic forces of the Earth when analysing the functional states of 
the tissues of the human body is shown here. It also shows how these elec-
tromagnetic forces can be used by manual and physiotherapists.
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1. Introduction

Electromagnetic forces of understandable origin 
constantly act on the earth’s surface. First of all, 
such forces include the Lorentz forces arising from 

the diurnal rotation of the Earth relative to the geomagnet-
ic field (Figure 1).

Thus, thanks to the daily rotation of the Earth, its at-
mosphere and surface intersect the horizontal lines of the 
geomagnetic field. Therefore, both objects of the earth’s 
surface and objects of the earth’s atmosphere are constant-
ly exposed to the Lorentz force FL, which is directed up-
ward and therefore moves positive charges up and nega-
tive charges down. The fact that this force is significant is 
confirmed by calculations according to which this force is 
capable of accelerating up a single proton up to 4,175·107 

Figure 1. With the Earth’s daily rotation, all terrestrial ob-
jects constantly cross the lines of force of the geomagnetic 
field. For this reason, they are constantly affected by the 
Lorentz force FL, directed upward, and the Lorentz force 

FL
*, directed to the equator
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m·s–2, and a single electron to 2,7·1012 m·s–2, in any case, 
on the equator line. In addition, calculations show that un-
der the influence of the same Lorentz force FL, one proton 
can “raise” a drop consisting of ~ 84830 water molecules 
(~1,5·106 D) [1,2].

Given the results of such calculations, it is not surpris-
ing that this Lorenz force FL is able to quickly and effi-
ciently distribute positively and negatively charged water 
vapor in the clouds (Figure 2) [3].

Figure 2. Polarization of clouds: the lower part of a typ-
ical cloud has a negative charge and the upper part has a 

positive charge [2,3]

All this makes it possible to assume that the same Lo-
rentz force FL causes a positive charge of the upper atmo-
sphere and a negative charge on the Earth’s surface. The 
fact that such a distributive effect of the Lorentz force FL 
is significant is confirmed by the fact that the upper layers 
of the earth’s atmosphere have a potential of ~ 1·105 V 
relative to the earth’s surface [3].

As well, it is not also surprising that the same Lorenz 
force FL is able to create the celestial discharges, both up 
directed positively charged (Figure 3, left), and down di-
rected negatively charged (Figure 3, right) [2].

    
 

 
 

 
 

 
 Figure 3. Left: these are blue jets representing ascending 

currents of hydrated protons. Right: these are ordinary 
thunderstorms, which are downward flows of hydrated 

electrons [2]

Given all this, it is not surprising that this Lorentz force 
FL can cause electric polarization of the body of a stand-
ing or sitting person. Thus, when a person is standing or 
sitting, his head is positively charged, and his legs are 
negatively charged, like the cloud in Figure 2.

There is also a polarization effect of the Lorentz force 
FL

*, arising due to the interaction of the moving surface of 

the Earth with the vertical component of the geomagnetic 
field (Figure 1) and directed towards the equator. Thus, 
the head and legs of a person lying along the meridian 
turn out to be charged differently.

The effect of both of these polarizations on the human 
body is discussed here. The possible medical use of these 
polarizations is also being discussed. 

2. Results

Properties of Water, Depending on its Electrical Potential
It was discovered that the electrical potential of the water 

determines its ability to hydrate some polymers of biologi-
cal origin. In particular, it has been shown that water with a 
positive potential better hydrates biological polymers than 
water with a negative potential (Figure 4) [4, 5].

 
Figure 4. There is a swelling of starch in water with a 

different electric potential. Starch does not swell in water 
with the potential of –250 (left) and swells in water with 

the potential of +250 mV (right)

Water with a positive potential has an abnormal pene-
tration, due to which it can evaporate even from a closed 
plastic bottle: the arrow shows how much during the day 
the level of such water has decreased.

Water with negative potential was obtained by bubbling 
uncharged water with hydrogen gas (left); water with pos-
itive potential was obtained by bubbling uncharged water 
with gaseous oxygen (right).

Both water used had 20 – 22 °C [4, 5]. 
It was also found that an increase in the positive elec-

tric potential of water is accompanied by an increase in 
its surface tension, and an increase in the negative electric 
potential of water is accompanied by a decrease in its sur-
face tension. Since this relationship is very distinct, it is 
easily visualized (Figure 5) [4,5].

The fact that the surface tension of water strongly de-
pends on its electric potential, salt crystals convincingly 
demonstrate. So, the drying of salt solutions prepared in 
water with a positive electric potential (charge) is accompa-
nied by the formation of cubic or rhombic crystals (Figure 6, 
left), and the drying of salt solutions prepared in water with 
a negative electric potential (charge) is accompanied by the 
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formation of needle or tree crystals (Figure 6, right) [4, 5].

Figure 5. Left: 5 ml of water with a potential of –200 mV 
completely cover the bottom of the Petri dish. Right: 5 ml 
of water with a potential of +200 mV do not completely 

cover the bottom of a Petri dish

Due to the small surface tension, water with negative 
electric potential can spread throughout the bottom of the 
Petri dish; due to the large surface tension, water with a 
positive electric potential cannot spread throughout the 
bottom of the Petri dish [4, 5].

Figure 6. It is the crystals that formed after the drying of 
solutions of KH2PO4 prepared on the water with potentials 

of +250 mV (left) and –250 mV (right) [4,5]

It is especially important that the described regularities 
are subject to crystals formed during drying of aqueous 
solutions of sodium chloride (Figure 7), which is the main 
salt component of human biological liquids [5].

Figure 7. Crystals formed after drying a NaCl solution 
prepared in water with a potential of –200 mV [5]

Let us now try to evaluate all this knowledge in the 
medical aspect.

3. Discussion

3.1 The Relationship between the Electric Polar-
ization of the Human Body and Its Hydration

It should be noted right away that the awareness of the 
described dependencies made it possible to assume that 
the properties of human biological fluids also substan-
tially depend on their electric potential. So, this allowed 
us to explain the changes in the properties of biological 
fluids of women and the state of their reproductive or-
gans during the menstrual cycle. Also, knowledge of 
the described dependencies made it possible to explain 
the polymorphism of crystals formed during the drying 
of biological fluids of women at different stages of the 
menstrual cycle [5]. 

The knowledge of these dependencies allowed us to 
assert that during the menstrual cycle there is a cyclic 
change in the electrical potential of biological fluids of 
women, in particular, that the beginning of the ovula-
tion stage correlates with their negative electrization [5]. 
In addition, knowledge of the described dependencies 
allowed us to explain the nature of the phenomena that 
determine the weather dependence of the tone of blood 
vessels and human skin [6]. Thus, knowledge of the de-
pendencies found to be very productive.

We now discuss the possible difference in the proper-
ties of biological fluids and the structures of a standing 
or sitting person, taking into account the electric polar-
ization of his body. So, it can be assumed that the head 
of a standing person (together with the brain, vestibular 
apparatus, eyes, ears, etc.) is electrified positively, and 
its legs – negatively. As a result, the biological polymers 
located in the upper part of the human body are better 
hydrated than biopolymers located in its lower part. 
Since the hydration of biopolymers determines their 
stability, structure, and functional activity [7–10], it can be 
expected that the properties of biopolymers located in 
the upper and lower parts of a standing or sitting person 
will differ significantly.

This difference in the degree of hydration is espe-
cially important for DNA, whose properties strongly 
depend on the stage of hydration [11-13]. Suffice it to say 
that changing the degree of hydration of DNA molecules 
induces their A↔B transitions [11, 13] and, consequently, 
the activity of DNA and RNA polymerases, the intensity 
of peptide synthesis, cell proliferation, etc. [14].

In order to better understand the effect of electric po-
larization on human metabolism, it is useful to take into 
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account the results obtained by studying the effect of 
electrets on human cells, in particular on neuronal cells. 
In order to better understand the effect of electric polar-
ization on human metabolism, it is useful to take into ac-
count the results obtained by studying the effect of med-
ical electrets on human cells, in particular on neuronal 
cells. It is especially useful to take into account the fact 
that positively charged electrets initiate the proliferation 
of cells of the nervous system, and negatively charged 
electrets initiate the formation of dendrites by neurons [15] 
(compare with Figure 7).

Thus, standing on your head (Figure 8), yoga does not 
only change the usual view of the world.

Figure 8. This is Sirshasana or a headstand. When per-
forming such an asana, negative charges accumulate in the 

person’s head, and positive charges in his legs

There is no doubt that the tradition of doing a daily 
headstand is ancient. This allows us to conclude that the 
positive impact of this kind of depolarization on humans 
has been tested by time. In particular, it can be assumed 
that a daily headstand contributes to the formation of 
new dendritic processes in brain cells and is thus a way 
of counteracting dementia. There is also no doubt about 
the regenerative effect of the tradition of yogis on the 
brain to go to bed with the head on the equator, that is, 
in the direction of movement of negative charges. Thus, 
yogis have long used the distributive effect on the electric 
charges of both Lorentz forces FL and FL

* (Figure 1, see 
comments).

3.2. The Use of the Polarizing Action of the Con-
sidered Lorentz Forces in Manual Therapy

Let’s also try to use the forces of Lorentz FL and FL
* for 

physiotherapeutic purposes, in particular, to increase the 
effectiveness of manual therapy. For this, we first take into 
account the electric polarization of human hands, namely, 
the negative electrization of the right hand and the posi-
tive electrization of the left hand (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Human hands are polarized in such a way that 
the left hand has a predominantly positive charge, and the 

right one is predominantly negative [16]

In addition, it is necessary to take into account the loca-
tion of the spinal nerves and their “areas of responsibility” 
(Figure 10).

This allows us to conclude that the Lorentz force FL 
will effectively direct the negative charges of the right 
hand (Figure 9) to the human spinal nerves (Figure 10) 
when it lies face down. Thus, we can stimulate the inner-
vation of the corresponding organs and initiate the appear-
ance of new interneuron contacts.

Obviously, directing negative charges of the right hand 
to the spinal nerves of a person can be no less effective if 
his face is oriented to the equator – in this case, the action 
of the Lorentz force FL

* will be used. Thus, in both cases 
we can get effects comparable to the effects of negatively 
charged electrets [15].

Clearly, also using the Lorentz force FL
*, one can direct 

the positive charges of the left hand (Figure 9) onto the 
spinal nerves of a person whose face is oriented opposite 
to the equator. Thus, we can get an effect comparable to 
the effect of positively charged electrets [15].

DOI: https://doi.org/10.30564/jhp.v2i1.1608
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Figure 10. This shows the location of the head and verte-
bral nerves, as well as some of the organs that they inner-
vate. Based on this, it is possible, in particular, to assess 

the consequences of injuries (curvature, dislocation, 
contusion, etc.) of different parts of the spine

Thus, taking into account the electric polarity of human 
hands (Figure 9) and using the Lorentz forces FL and FL

*, 
the therapeutic effects of medical electrets [15] and pulsed 
electromagnetic fields [17, 18] can be reproduced.

4. Conclusion

The study of electromagnetic forces acting on the Earth 
must be continued. This need is motivated by an increase 
in the number of sources of electromagnetic radiation, 
both natural and artificial origin. It is also necessary to 
study the various effects of electromagnetic forces on 
humans, in particular their electrifying effect. It is hoped 
that the information obtained in these studies will help 
to better understand the causes of personal sensitivity to 
electromagnetic influences, both natural and artificial. One 
can also hope that this information will provide methods 
that can reduce personal sensitivity to electromagnetic 
influences. At the same time, the information obtained can 
be successfully used in preventive medicine, as well as 
give an understanding of the conditions for comfortable 
work and rest. Of course, the same information can be ef-

fectively used in manual and physiotherapy.
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